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The subject of whether to grant an equity stake to employees and contractors – and if so, how 

much -- is a much-discussed topic among early stage ventures.  Equity grants can be in the form 

of stock or membership units; options or warrants; stock appreciation rights (SARs), a right to 

receive a bonus in cash or equity equal to the appreciation of the company’s stock over a 

specified period of time; or restricted stock units (RSUs), shares of stock that an employee is 

eligible for after a certain restriction is fulfilled.   

 

On the “pro” side, granting equity can align employee interests more closely with those of the 

owner(s), serve as a non-cash way to compensate employees and contractors and help attract 

high quality employees.  In addition, certain employees, or employees in certain industries, may 

actually expect to be offered an equity stake. 

 

On the “con” side, however, for privately held companies, the equity often only has value in the 

event of an IPO or sale of the company – something the employee or contractor may not 

understand.  In addition, it can be an expensive way to compensate employees, may not result in 

the desired incentive effect and could involve unanticipated tax issues and administrative 

burdens.  Finally, in many cases granting equity gives employees the same legal rights as 

stockholders or LLC members, including voting rights, dividend or distribution rights and 

inspection rights, while creating a fiduciary responsibility the employee may not have anticipated 

or wanted.   

  

Before making the decision to grant equity to employees or contractors, we encourage business 

owners to consider non-equity alternatives such as “phantom stock” (a method for companies to 

give their employees a bonus based on the value of the company’s equity), restricted stock units 

and bonuses contingent on a liquidity event. 

  

Once a decision has been made to grant equity, there are several general approaches that may be 

taken. The first is an umbrella “equity incentive plan” that is most typically found in larger 

companies and provides a way to make grants with uniform characteristics to a broad range of 

employees and contractors.  As with any equity participation mechanism, the purpose of these 

plans is to motivate these employees to perform their best and tie their financial futures to the 

stock price of the company.  In contrast, an employer can grant individually tailored awards with 

highly customized terms when the pool of grantees is relatively small.   

  

Whichever approach is taken, the prudent employer will want to consider the provisions that 

protect the employer’s expectation, including vesting/forfeiture restrictions, whether time-based 

or based on individual or company performance; expiration date; early termination (which has 

various vesting consequences); voting limitations; transfer restrictions; repurchase rights; 

limitation of equity holder rights; “drag along” rights (assures that if the majority shareholder 

sells his/her stake, minority shareholders must join the deal); redemption right for employer 

(option or stock can be redeemed by employer at any time for specified price) and post-



termination obligations on the part of employees such as non-compete, non-solicitation and 

confidentiality provisions. 

  

A final consideration is that of tax issues.  A general rule for restricted stock/units is that direct 

grants of equity are taxable compensation income to employees in the year in which the equity 

vests.  The amount of taxable income is equal to the fair market value of the vested equity at the 

time of vesting, minus the price paid, if any.   

  

The general rule for options is that as long as the exercise price of an option is equal to the fair 

market value of the underlying equity on the date of grant, the grant and vesting of the option 

will not be a taxable event to the employee, although exercise of the option may be a taxable 

event. 

  

As you see, one size does not fit all, so it’s important to consult your attorney as you make these 

important decisions.   

 

Curt P. Creely, partner with Foley & Lardner LLP (http://www.foley.com),is a member of the 

firm’s Transactional & Securities and Private Equity & Venture Capital Practices. He is also a 

member of the board of the Tampa Chapter of Association for Corporate Growth and a frequent 

speaker on legal and financing issues relevant to growth companies.  He can be reached at 

ccreely@foley.com.   
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